
myMMX DB is a communication solution that can be adapted to the individual 
needs of a person with combined visual and hearing loss. Individuals who are 
DeafBlind need accessible features to make telephone calls. 

Use a PC to make calls using text, braille 
and sign language. With the PC, you can 
sign and type or enter braille. You can 
enlarge the font sizes and buttons, and tab 
between the features, or use a refreshable 
braille display to read the screen. When 
using the PC, people can sign and receive 
text back, which can be read on a braille 
display.

VIDEO RELAY AND BRAILLE COMMUNICATION FOR PEOPLE 
WHO ARE DEAFBLIND

Individual needs will vary and often involve 
a connection to a braille display and/or 
other adaptive software such as magnifiers 
and screen readers. With the customization 
of adaptive software, video and/or text can 
be used in a much more flexible way during 
a call. 

DB

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Available for Windows 8 and Windows 10



Network Requirements

Minimum requirement of 512 kbps 
upstream and downstream.
myMMX  DB is used for real-time 
communication between deafblind 
consumers, and they can text and/or sign 
to each other using the communication 
solution. Phone numbers are provided by 
the rely service to make and receive calls, 
just like any other telephone call. 

myMMX DB special features include:

• Ability to utilize and connect to a braille 
device

• Easy to navigate, with buttons that can 
be easily accessed and easy to move 
between basic features such as make 
call, answer call, read text, type. 

• Option to change background colors and 
to adjust text font, size and color.

• Video capability allows two individuals 
to communicate using sign language 
interpretation to voice.

• A third party Relay Service to provide 
sign language to speech interpretation, 
and back in sign language and/or text 
and braille. 

Accessibility

Minimum requirement of Intel Core i3 
or equivalent processor, 2GB internal 
memory, a web camera with a minimum 
of 1,3 MP that supports VGA/CIF format. 
Connection to Jaws® requires a 64-bit 
version of Windows. Can be used with 
screen-reading software (JAWS), refreshable 
braille display and magnifying software 
(Zoomtext®). Text, video and voice can be 
used to make calls. 

CONTACT INFORMATION

Contact us at nWise:

sales@nwise.se
+468 1200 2600
https://nwise.se

Contact our US parter Bryen Yunashko, Access256:

info@access256.com
Voice/text: 773-372 3090
VP (myMMX DB): 321-380 0272


